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Before, and after Traffic Studies.
The Road Research Laboratory has developed methods for meas-
uring traffic flow and speed, and stationary vehicle concentrations
(eg. at traffic lights).
The " moving-observer " method is used on a two-way road by
filtering a test car into the traffic being studied; the observers record
the flow of traffic relative to the car when moving against and also
with the stream. They record also the journey time of the car in
each direction and full details of intersections, etc. The results of
flow may be checked with those of a stationary observer.
Directional Traffic Surveys.
For planning purposes, directional traffic surveys furnish the
necessary information for the highways development plan.
The methods employed are either (1) by direct questioning of
drivers of vehicles; or (2) by recording the registration numbers of
vehicles. In dealing with an existing town, one is able to assess the
probable routes of vehicles assuming the proposed new roads were
in existence.
The destination of vehicles is found by stopping vehicles at selected
points, and, in addition to checking the internal movements within
an area, the full details of all vehicles entering or leaving the area
must be taken. The whole of the data requires to be analysed, a
procedure which meets considerable time and care.
Maps and Traffic Data.
Special maps showing all roads and community development are
useftil for research work on road-traffic problems. Diagrams can
be used to indicate the density of traffic on particular sections of
each main road, density of traffic being shown by heavy lines, to
scale, varying in width according to the number of vehicles plotted
These diagrams are useful in determining immediate trends of
traffic.
There is a wealth of other information which should be noted in
this connection; for example, registration of motor vehicles and
their garage location, weights and ton-mileages, consumption of
petrol, road widths and construction and maintenance costs.
By-passing of Traffic.
It is always a little conjectural as to the proportion of traffic which
•would use an adequate by-pass road if such were available.
The diagram in Fig. 60 shows the estimated proportions of traffic
(based on traffic surveys for seven cities in the United States of

